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Thermal runaway and bistability in microwave heated isothermal slabs
C. A. Vriezinga
Department of Agricultural Engineering and Physics, Wageningen Agricultural University, Bomenweg 4,
6703 HD Wageningen, The Netherlands

~Received 3 May 1995; accepted for publication 11 October 1995!

The dissipation of electromagnetic energy within a microwave heated layer has been analyzed. It has
been shown that the dissipation oscillates as a function of temperature, regardless of the specimen
material. This oscillation, combined with the heat loss, is found to be responsible for thermal
runaway phenomenon in isothermal slabs. Based on such an observation, a general rule to prevent
thermal runaway was developed. Slab temperature analysis for time dependent microwave power
indicates that the concept of bistability is not the appropriate term to describe the observed jumps
in temperature. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~96!08302-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The application of microwave heating in, for example
the food industry is seriously hampered by two problem
which have their roots in the basic physics of the heati
process. The first difficulty is the uneven spatial dissipati
of energy within foodstuffs. The second difficulty is the cat
strophic phenomenon of thermal runaway in which a slig
change of microwave power causes the temperature to
crease rapidly. In this article we will study the second pro
lem. The motive for this research was the introduction of t
concept of bistability in microwave physics. According t
Stuerga,1 the temperature of a microwave heated slab, wh
irradiated by microwave power directly proportional to time
shows bistable behavior. As usual the bistable phenome
is accompanied by a hysteresis loop. Stuerga also claim
have found experimental evidence for this idea. However,
to now the predicted hysteresis loop has never been foun

A number of bistable phenomena exist in physics. Pro
ably the one which is best known is the phase transition
vapor into liquid. A vapor may be compressed to a press
well above the vapor pressure of the liquid without conde
sation taking place and, on the other hand, a liquid may
heated well above its boiling point without boiling. Both
processes are limited to certain values of pressure above~be-
low! at which condensation~boiling! starts. This is a typical
metastable or bistable phenomenon. This bistable beha
can be described according to the Van der Waals equat
which is very remarkable because it is an equation of st
related to a gas and contains nothing about phase transiti
Van der Waals law suggests bistability, but for a comple
understanding the theory of phase transitions has to
added.

It seems that the same kind of situation is present
microwave physics. Fourier’s differential equation sugge
bistability ~for time dependent microwave power!, but this is
insufficient for a complete understanding. The purpose of
study described in this article was to develop a kind of pha
transition theory, aiming to explain and support the idea
Stuerga.

The phenomena of thermal runaway and bistability a
closely related. In fact the idea of bistability was inspired b
thermal runaway. This is why the first part of this articl
contains a study of dissipation which, combined with he
J. Appl. Phys. 79 (3), 1 February 1996 0021-8979/96/79(3)/1
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losses, might result in thermal runaway. The aim was to fin
the origin of the runaway process and hope that it would le
to the real explanation of bistability. A side product of thi
part of the investigation resulted in a rule to eventually pr
vent thermal runaway. In the final part of the article the co
cept of bistability in microwave heating is discussed.

II. THE ORIGIN OF THERMAL RUNAWAY IN
ISOTHERMAL SLABS

Consider a layer of specimen material, irradiated fro
one side by microwave radiation with a frequency of 245
MHz. The wave is a plane, harmonic one and impinges no
mally upon the material. In order to explain the principles o
thermal runaway, the simplest possible system was co
ceived. The absence of reflection from the cavity in whic
the actual experiment was performed is assumed. This me
that the initial wave is reflected, absorbed, and transmitt
~Fig. 1!. It is also assumed that the temperature througho
the layer is the same at every moment. This can be achie
by taking a liquid as the medium and mixing it in such a wa
that the spatial equalization of temperature is much fas
than the process causing temperature increase. This pro
is due to the dissipation of electromagnetic energy within t
slab. Under these conditions simple relationships evolv
which indicate the reasons for thermal runaway in isotherm
slabs.

Initially a system without convective and radiative ther
mal losses is considered. The differential equation, descr
ing the relationship between temperatureT and timet, ~Fou-
rier’s law! reads:

r CpL
dT

dt
5D, ~1!

wherer is the density,Cp is the thermal capacity,L is the
layer thickness, andD the production of heat~total amount
of power per square meter generated along thez axis, ex-
tending fromz50 to z5L!. This power follows from Max-
well’s equations, together with the appropriate bounda
conditions at the surfaces of the slab. According to Stratto2

or Ayappa3 for a pure dielectric one has:

D5P
v

c
K29 uT12u2

numerator

denominator
~2!
1779779/5/$6.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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with

1

2b2
~12e22b2L!~11uR12u2e22b2L!

2
2

a2
uR12ue22b2L sin a2L cos~a2L1d12! ~3!

as a numerator and

122uR12u2e22b2L cos~2d1212a2L !1uR12u4e24b2L ~4!

as a denominator, whereP is the intensity of the initial mi-
crowave, better known as the microwave power. The fr
quency has the symbolv andc refers to the speed of light in
vacuum.

The dielectric constantK is written in the usual way as
the difference between a real partK8 and an imaginary part
K9:

K5K82 iK 9. ~5!

K8 andK9 are material constants, independent of the geo
etry of the system. They only depend on frequency and te
perature. They are not very appropriate to describe the pro
gation of waves, however, and this is why the wavenumb
~phase constant! a and the attenuation constantb are intro-
duced. For this free layer modela andb are related to the
dielectric properties of a medium and frequency of radiati
by

a5
v

c
A K8@A11 tan2d11#

2
, ~6!

b5
v

c

AK8@A11 tan2d21#

2
~7!

with

tan d5K9/K8. ~8!

The reflection coefficientR12 and the transmission coeffi-
cientT12 are related toa andb by

uR12u25
~a12a2!

21~b12b2!
2

~a11a2!
21~b11b2!

2, ~9!

uT12u25
4~a1

21b1
2!

~a11a2!
21~b11b2!

2, ~10!

FIG. 1. A layer, being irradiated from one side, in an echofree cavity.
1780 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 3, 1 February 1996
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d125 tan21F 22~a1b22a2b1!

~a12a2!
21~b12b2!

2 G . ~11!

The objective now is to find the solution to Eq.~1!, i.e., the
temperature as a function of time.

The electro-magnetic dissipation is always directly pro
portional toK9, regardless of product’s geometry. From thi
it follows that in crude approximation the temperature-tim
graph is governed by the temperature behavior ofK9. For
instance, ifK9 decreases exponentially in temperature, th
temperature will exponentially increase to a constant value
time. According to this approximation no sudden jumps i
temperature or other non-linear behavior will ever occur. S
thermal runaway, if present, is caused by the interference
waves within the irradiated material. In order to investigat
this process in detail the above relationships have to be si
plified. Only then will it be possible to see which phenom
enon is responsible for thermal runaway.

In experimental set-ups medium 1 is usually air. Ai
hardly absorbs electro-magnetic energy, sob150. Medium 2
is a liquid or solid, soa1 will be smaller thana2. From the
definition of a Eq. ~6! andb Eq. ~7! it is obvious thatb is
always smaller thana. With these considerations the 2/a2
term in the numerator can be neglected and thus the nume
tor is proportional to 1/2b2. For the absolute value of the
transmission coefficient one roughly obtains:

uT12u5
2a1

a2
. ~12!

Without the denominator the dissipationD is roughly pro-
portional toK29uT12u

2/2b2 . From Eqs.~6! and ~7! it follows
thata2b25v2K29/2c

2. With this expression and Eq.~12! one
can conclude that for a slab the dissipation, as far as
temperature behavior is concerned, is proportional to 1/a2.
In the 2450 MHz regiona2 hardly varies with temperature,
so our final conclusion is that in the first approximation th
dissipation in a slab is independent of temperature! The te
perature dependency ofK8 andK9 is more or less canceled
out and the temperature as a function of heating time will b
represented as a straight line~Fig. 5!.

In the denominator the small temperature dependency
a2 becomes very important, becausea2 is part of the argu-
ment of a cosine. With increasing temperature the denomin
tor oscillates. In the temperature-time diagram this oscill
tion is superimposed on the straight line. Here we see t
reason for ‘‘sudden’’ temperature jumps in isothermal slab

To illustrate these ideas a numerical example for dem
ineralized water is given. Water has been taken, because
dielectric constant is well-known. Kaatze4 describes the be-
havior ofK28 andK29 as a function of temperature between
and 50 °C. In this example his formulae are extrapolated
100 °C. Figure 2 shows the temperature behavior ofK28 and
K29. More important is the behavior ofa2 and b2 ~Fig. 3!.
Based on these data the relative dissipationD/P for several
layer thicknessesL, is calculated and plotted in Fig. 4. The
oscillating character of the dissipation is clearly seen. Th
oscillation is caused by the interference of waves. In a sl
without damping, the wave reflected on the rear side of th
layer is in phase with the initial wave ifL5nl2/2 for
C. A. Vriezinga
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n51,2,3,... . This situation corresponds to maximal dissip
tion. The dissipation is small when reflected wave and init
wave more or less cancel each other. This is the situation
L5(2n11)l2/4 andn50,1,2,... . The wavelengthl2 of wa-
ter varies from 1.34 cm at 0 °C to 1.65 cm at 100 °C. F
example, ifL54 cm, the dissipation starts at 0 °C at a max
mum (L53l2!. With increasing temperature it will run to a
minimum (L511l2/4!, followed by a maximum (L55l2/2!,
and finally it falls off to a neutral situation at 100 °C~Fig. 4!.
For a complete period of oscillation the layer thicknessL
must be equal top/Da2, whereDa2 is the difference between
the maximum and the minimum value ofa2. For water this
results in a layer thickness of 3.5 cm. Important for th
oscillation is the behavior of its amplitude as a function
temperature. The amplitude is proportional to exp~22b2L).
If b2 decreases strongly with temperature~as is the case for
water!, the amplitude increases strongly and the deviatio

FIG. 2. The real and imaginary part (K8 andK9! of the dielectric constant of
water plotted versus temperature, at 2450 MHz, according to Kaatze.

FIG. 3. The phase and attenuation constant~a andb! of water plotted versus
temperature at 2450 MHz.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 3, 1 February 1996
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from the straight line in the temperature-time diagram a
larger. In such a case the oscillation becomes significan
higher temperatures. For largeL the amplitude is small.
Many periods of oscillation exist, but they are hardly notic
able. A smallL~,p/Da2! results in a large deviation from the
straight line, but no complete period exists. Applied to wate
the combination of all of these effects, results in a significa
temperature jump for a thickness of about 4 cm. Figure
shows temperature-time diagrams for several values ofL. In
these plots the quotientP/L is constant.

III. THERMAL RUNAWAY AND HEAT LOSS

In this section the heat loss at the surfaces of the slab
taken into account. The convective heat loss is proportio
to the temperature difference (T2T0! to the ambient. For
small temperature differences this is also the case for rad

FIG. 4. The relative dissipationD/P oscillates as a function of temperature

FIG. 5. In the first approximation the temperature-time diagram is a strai
line ~1111 curve forL54 cm!. Superimposed on this line is an oscilla
tion of which the amplitude increases with temperature, but decreases w
layer thickness (P50.2*L kW/cm2!.
1781C. A. Vriezinga
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tive loss. Thus the total heat loss can be described by so
effective heat transfer coefficienth, multiplied by the tem-
perature difference (T2T0!. Equation ~1! is then trans-
formed into

rcPL
dT

dt
5D2h~T2T0!. ~13!

Because the right-hand side of Eq.~13! is only dependent on
temperature, the final temperatureTf of the slab follows
from

D2h~Tf2T0!50. ~14!

Depending on the microwave powerP and the layer thick-
nessL one has one or more intersecting points of the fun
tionsD andh(T2T0!, as shown in Fig. 6. For certain laye
thicknessesL this results in aS-shaped or multiS-shaped
curve in a plot showing the final slab temperature versus
microwave powerP ~Fig. 7!. Only the upper and lower
branch of theS-shape represent stable final temperatur
Between these two branches an unstable temperature re
exists. Depending on the initial temperature of the slab t
final temperature will either be ‘‘high’’ or ‘‘low’’ as a result
of the microwave heating. It is seen that a small increase
the microwave power might lead to the well-known therm
runaway phenomenon, i.e., a jump from the lower to t
upper branch. For more details on these phenomena
Kriegsmann5 ~for a ceramic slab! and Stuerga6 ~for water!.
The S-shape or multiS- shape is caused by oscillations o
the dissipation. Without oscillations there is noS-shape and
hence no thermal runaway. For half a period of oscillatio
there is only a single point of intersection of the dissipatio
D and the heat lossh(T2T0!, which suggests the following
rule: If the layer thickness is smaller thanp/2Da2, where
Da2 is the difference between the maximum and minimu
value of the phase constanta2, no thermal runaway will ever
occur. No materials will be damaged by thermal runaway
the layer thickness is smaller asp/2Da2. For water this re-

FIG. 6. The marked intersection points of dissipation and heat loss co
spond to stable final slab temperatures (L54 cm, P52 W/cm2, h50.01
W/K cm2, T050 °C!.
1782 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 3, 1 February 1996
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sults in a thickness of 1.75 cm. A detailed analysis gives 2
cm as a safety thickness. For the drying of food products th
observation might be of great importance.

IV. BISTABILITY

Besides instability and thermal runaway, the oscillatio
of the dissipation, combined with heat loss, causes a th
problem. If the dissipation takes a minimum value with in
creasing temperature and this minimum value is of the sa
order of magnitude as the heat loss at that very same te
perature, it takes a lot of time to reach a desired final tem
perature. This is a very inefficient situation. For a fixedL,
only one degree of freedom exists to accelerate this proc

rre-FIG. 7. Only the upper and lower branch ofS-shaped curves represent
stable final slab temperatures. The final temperature will be ‘‘high’’ o
‘‘low,’’ depending on the initial slab temperature.

FIG. 8. Plot of final temperatureTf as a function of time-independent mi-
crowave power, compared to a plot of temperature versus time for mic
wave power directly proportional to time, resulting in artificial bistability
(L54 cm,P5t W/m2, h5100 W/K m2, T050 °C!.
C. A. Vriezinga
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and that is the variation of the microwave power in time. F
this reason the heat balance is written down as:

rCpL
dT

dt
5P~ t !D12h~T2T0!. ~15!

D1 is the temperature dependent factor calculated fro
D5P(t)D1 . Kriegsmann

5 and Tian7 suggest several func-
tions P(t) to accelerate the sintering process of a ceram
slab.

Physically very interesting is a control of heat in such
way that the temperature, as a function of time, describes
S-shape as shown in Fig. 7. This will be the case when t
microwave powerP of Eq. ~14! is replaced bygt, whereg is
a constant. This leads to the requirement:

gtD12h~T2T0!50 ~16!

from which

dT

dt
5

2gD1

gt
dD1

dT
2h

. ~17!

Substitution of Eq.~16! and Eq.~17! into Eq. ~15! yields a
desired functionP(t):

P~ t !5gt2
rcPL

tF dD1

dT
2

D1

T2T0
G . ~18!

With this P(t) the temperature-time curve isS-shaped. Be-
cause the temperature cannot go back in time, all kinds
remarkable effects such as bistability and hysteresis, occ

As explained in the introduction, bistability is a rare
physical phenomenon that needs a more complete expla
tion. In the case considered here the explanation is ve
simple. The functionP(t) becomes negative in the unstabl
temperature region. One has negative irradiation. The b
way to avoid this is to omit the second term in equatio
P(t). If the second term is small in comparison withgt, the
temperature-time curve will follow theS-shape, except in
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 3, 1 February 1996
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the unstable regions. Figure 8 shows a plot forP(t)5t and
L54 cm. The temperature increases rapidly from the low
to the upper branch of theS-shape in the unstable region
This temperature jump has been found experimentally,8 but it
is incorrect to interpret this phenomenon as evidence of
stability. As a consequence of the absence of bistability, h
teresis will never be found.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In the first approximation the dissipation in a slab
independent of the temperature within the slab, so that
temperature-time diagram is a straight line. An oscillation
superimposed on this straight line. This is caused by
temperature dependency of the wavenumber. For isothe
slabs the convective and radiative heat losses amplify
effects of oscillation, resulting in instability and thermal ru
away. Thermal runaway never occurs for a layer thickn
smaller thanp/2Da2, whereDa2 is the difference between
the maximum and minimum value ofa2.

Finally, it has been shown that the concept of bistabil
is not the appropriate term to describe the temperature ju
for a system for which the microwave power is directly pr
portional to time.
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